Fulfillment Technologies

Technology That Delivers – The Need for Speed
Modern fulfillment centers must be able to adapt quickly to changing customer demands. Honeywell Intelligrated order fulfillment technology delivers through:

- Multiple pick-to-light systems for every fulfillment requirement
- Adjustable put wall hardware and configuration software
- Single-source solutions that combine lights, voice, RF scanners and mobile devices
- Seamless WES integration

Voice-Directed Automation
Make the transition to more automated processes with voice technology that delivers transformative productivity, accuracy and efficiency gains.

Pick-to-Light Technology
Paperless, light-directed fulfillment processes require minimal training to deliver significant picking and putting throughput and accuracy increases.

Configurable Put Wall Order Consolidation
Address SKU proliferation and seasonal product changes with configurable put wall systems that enable intuitive, light-directed order consolidation.

Mobile Picking Carts
Mobile picking solution for low-velocity items and distant break-pack picking areas combines pick-to-light components, RF handheld scanners and voice-directed automation.

Raise your e-commerce order fulfillment game

Robust order picking and consolidation technology is essential to drive throughput and accuracy in high-speed, high-density order fulfillment environments.

It only takes one mistake
More than 50 percent of consumers won't repeat business after a negative e-commerce experience.